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Abstract 
Photovoltaic thermal hybrid solar collectors (PVT) allow the additional use of heat, while generating 
electrical power by a photovoltaic absorber. Currently, most commercial PV-T products focus on the 
cooling of the PV cell only and thereby on maximizing the electrical energy output. However, this 
thermal yield is not usable in most applications, due to its low temperature. The presented collector 
concept is designed to increase the temperature of the thermal output by concentrating sunlight and 
thereby minimizing the heat losses [1][2]. 
Former research on unglazed PVT collectors showed the need for improvement of the poor thermal 
coupling of the PV cell to the heat carrier fluid [3]. The proposed presentation focuses on this part aspect 
of optimizing the fluid to PV thermal resistance. A poor thermal coupling leads to a high PV cell 
temperature and thereby to electrical efficiency losses. Vice versa, the lower fluid temperatures lead to 
thermal efficiency and exergy losses. 
The concept of low concentrated sunlight on the PV cell allows the reduction of PV cell material by a 
factor 2 to 3, and thus, the cell cooling via full surface direct flow inside the PVT absorber.  
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1. Introduction 
Photovoltaic solar thermal hybrid collectors (PVT) enable the cogeneration of heat and electrical power. 
Depending on the application, they can be used for cooling the PV cells or for the supply of thermal 
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energy. Due to the rather low thermal efficiency of flat PVT collectors compared to a conventional solar 
thermal collector, the area of applications is limited. To improve the thermal efficiency of PVT collectors, 
a low concentrating PVT collector concept (CPC PVT) is developed at ZAE Bayern. It could be shown, 
that the maximum exergetic overall income for the CPC PVT collector is at temperatures of about 70°C.  
 
In the following text, the influence of the CPC concentrator on the radiation distribution in the absorber 
plane will be shown. This solar radiation distribution results in a temperature distribution in the PV cells. 
Due to the concentration factors of up to three, a high efficient thermal coupling between heat carrier 
fluid and PV cell is needed, in order to keep the temperature difference between PV und fluid low.  
Different concepts were analysed and a thermal heat transfer coefficient has been determined 
experimentally.       
 
2. Technical Background and Motivation 
By definition, PVT collectors for non-cooling purposes deal with the conflict of the collector working 
temperature, as a raising PV cell temperature lowers the cell efficiency. On the other hand, higher fluid 
outlet temperatures enable more application areas and increase the thermal exergy income. Both, PV and 
thermal efficiency, have in common that they prefer a low PV cell temperature at a certain fluid 
temperature.  
An ideal thermal coupling between fluid and PV cell is therefor of high importance for the overall PVT 
efficiency. In classical solar thermal theory, one is talking about the collector efficiency factor, which 
describes the decrease of collector efficiency, due to an increased absorber temperature compared to the 
fluid temperature. Instead of this parameter, the thermal fluid to PV heat resistance Rth is observed, as 
well as the temperature distribution in the PV absorber plane. 
 
The construction of the PVT absorber is shown below. Fig. 2 shows a technical sketch of the multi-
channel aluminium absorber, that enables high heat transfer coefficients at low fluid rates. Fig. 1 shows 
the layer construction of the PVT absorber for the determination of the fluid to PV resistance. The cell is 
sealed by a silicone laminate for the thermal coupling to the absorber, as well as for protection against the 
environment. A glass top layer was not used, in order to get a more direct IR surface temperature 
measurement. 
For better understanding, Fig. 3 shows a prototype of the overall design of the collector trough, with two 
symmetrical CPC reflectors and the PVT absorber.  
 
  
Fig. 1: Sketch of the CPC PVT absorber. Fig. 2: Technical drawing of the direct flow aluminum absorber. 
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Fig. 3: PV-T CPC trough while outdoor measurement. Fig. 4: Comparison of simulated and measured distribution of irradiance 
in the absorber plane for perpendicular incident radiation onto a regular 
CPC reflector. 
 
 
One of the major research aspects of the CPC PVT collector concept is the not only the concentration of 
about C = 2..3, but also the characteristic distribution of solar radiation in the PVT absorber plane. This 
distribution of solar radiation is shown in Fig. 4, determined by computational ray tracing and an 
experimental verification. The non-uniformity of solar concentration increases with the solar incidence 
angle in the aperture area.      
The non-uniformity of concentration onto the PV cell mainly influences the electrical efficiency of the 
collector, as the surface of the whole PV cell surface is on the same electric potential. This effect 
decreases the fill factor, and thereby the cell efficiency about 20 to 60%, depending on the solar incident 
angle. This effect and its experimental verification are described in detail in Proell et.al. 2011 [1]. 
 
This paper focusses on the temperature distribution in the PV cell plane, caused by the irradiation 
distribution described above. This issue is strongly connected to the quality of the thermal coupling of the 
PV cell to the collector fluid. One main advantage of the CPC PVT collector concept, is that the 
concentration decreases the actual absorber size to a factor 2..3, which in turn enables the full surface 
fluid flow on the PV absorber backside. This influences the temperature distribution positively compared 
to a conventional solar thermal absorber with a central fluid pipe (referred to as CP). Of course, the full 
surface fluid flow also increases thermal efficiency, namely in the collector efficiency factor described 
above. 
One has to mention, that the highest impact of the fluid to PV thermal coupling is at Tflu = Tamb, as the 
effective heat flow through the absorber is at its maximum. In the following, the focus is on this “worst 
case” point in temperature and the negative effect gets less critical for higher operating fluid 
temperatures. 
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3. Absorber Temperature Distribution 
In order estimate the improvements due to the full surface fluid flow, a finite element thermal model was 
built. The following absorber set-ups were examined: 
a) PV cell laminated on the multi-channel aluminium absorber, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2   
b) PV cell laminated on an copper plate, with a central fluid pipe and a contact width of 5 mm 
For a better comparison a conventional solar thermal absorber was defined  
c) Copper plate, with a central fluid pipe and a contact width of 5 mm 
 
The fluid and ambient temperature was set to 25°C. The fluid to pipe heat transfer coefficient was 
assumed being ideal. The model considers heat conduction in each plane and perpendicular to the planes. 
The upper surface loses heat according to the efficiency parameters K0, a1, a2. The heat is absorbed in the 
PC cell a),b), respectively in the copper absorber c) (with identical K0). The boundary conditions and 
material properties are described in Appendix A.  
 
Fig. 5 shows the simulation results for the three described absorber types. Unlike in Fig. 4, the 
concentration factor was assumed to C(x) = 3, and therefor constant over the absorber width of 44 mm. 
For absorber type b), the diagram shows the temperature distribution of the PV cell and the backside 
copper plate. The temperature gap between both layers results from the thermal resistance of the silicone 
encapsulation in between (Rth = 4.0 mK.m2/W). In the area with pipe contact, the temperature of the 
backside copper layer is at Tflu,.  
The conventional solar thermal absorber c), without PV cell and laminate shows the same characteristic 
as the backside copper plane of absorber b).  
Not surprisingly, the CPC PVT absorber a) with full surface flow shows a constant temperature in the PV 
plane. The temperature gap between PV cell and backside fluid equals the thermal resistance Rth 
(determined in chapter 4) times the absorbed irradiation. 
 
Fig. 5: Simulated temperature distribution on absorber for b) PVT CP, a) CPC PVT and c) ST CP assuming constant concentration 
of C = 3 
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In a second step, the characteristic solar irradiation distribution of the CPC reflector in Fig. 4 was used. 
The uneven irradiation in the absorber plane with local concentrations up to C = 25 influences all 
absorber types negatively. Especially the PVT absorber with a central fluid pipe b) shows temperature 
gradients within the cell plan up to 23 K. The CPC PVT absorber type a) reflects the characteristic of the 
CPC, but stays more constant compared to b).  
 
 
Fig. 6:. Simulated temperature distribution on absorber for b) PVT CP, a) CPC PVT and c) ST CP applying the characteristic 
concentration of a CPC with <C> = 3 
 
 
The determined temperature distribution affects the PV cell efficiency. In further experiments, it has to be 
investigated, if high temperature gradients in the cell plane can cause thermal stress, which damages the 
cell in a long term point of view.  
The finite element thermal model of the CPC PVT absorber a) has been expended to combined thermal 
and electrical model, by assuming every finite part of the PV cell works according to a Shockley 1-diode 
model. Every finite PV element therefor gets a separate value of concentration and temperature. The cell 
parameters were experimentally determined and are listed in Appendix A.  
 
For a clearer demonstration of the influence of the result in Fig. 6, the local concentration is kept constant 
in the absorber and the temperature distribution in the cell plane is varied. This results in the following 
decrease in PV efficiency: 
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Table 1. Effect of the absorber temperature distribution on the PV efficiency KPV, I(x) = const. 
Absorber type Concentration Temperature KPV KPV rel. decrease 
a) C(x) = 3 TPV(x) = 25°C 14.9 0% 
b) C(x) = 3 TPV(x) = fct(CPC) 13.2 -11% 
a) C(x) = 3 TPV(x) = fct(CPC) 14.3 -4% 
 
 
The decrease in PV efficiency is mainly due to the raised mean temperature in the PV plane. In addition, 
every point along the PV absorber plane is on the same electrical potential, and due to the front 
contacting, equalizing currents occur in the PV plane, and the areas with highest temperature and the 
lowest efficiency influence the overall efficiency negatively. 
 
4. Fluid to Heat Thermal Resistance 
In addition to the presented simulations, the influence of different absorber designs and different thermal 
couplings are examined in a laboratory experimental setup. So far, only the CPC PVT absorber type has 
been measured. 
To determine the effective thermal resistance Rth, the fluid and (PV)-surface temperature must be known, 
as well as a defined heat flux perpendicular to the layer composition. Over a temperature regulated 
heating and cooling device the inlet temperature of the PVT absorber is set. The overall power loss to the 
ambiance is calculated using the in- and outlet temperature and measuring the mass flow with a Coriolis 
device. By setting high absorber temperatures the heat losses against the environment along the absorber 
is considered to be constant. 
Due to the small absorber surface area of 44 mm the influence of surface temperature sensors would be 
too big. For that reason, a thermographic measurement was used. As the absolute measurement precision 
of this thermographic device is low and the relative precision is high, the following relative measurement 
method was applied. A reference surface with a high precision temperature sensor (Tblack) is included in 
the thermographic measurement, so that the actual PV surface temperature results of the reference sensor 
and the relative temperature difference to the PV surface measured by the thermographic device. The 
measurement of the reference surface, which has a high heat emittance, was calibrated before the 
experiment for different temperatures. Fig. 7 shows the experimental setup.  
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Fig. 7: Experimental setup for the determination of the fluid to PV surface thermal resistance Rth. 
 
For the thermographic temperature measurement, several points along the absorber were marked with 
high a high emitting colour and bordered with reflective stripes, in order to determine the PV absorber 
surface temperature in flow direction. Fig. 8 shows the temperature behaviour in flow direction. The 
temperature seems to be randomly distributed. Fig. 9 gives a qualitative analyses of the surface 
temperature of one particular absorber section. The non-monotonous behaviour could be due to the heat 
transfer inside the aluminium absorber parallel to the fluid flow, so that no temperature increase in flow 
direction is reached.  
 
 
Fig. 8: Thermographic temperature measurement of the PV absorber surface at various points along the absorber. 
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Fig. 9: Thermographic temperature measurement of the PV absorber surface. Varying emission coefficients are not considered. 
 
The fluid to PV surface thermal resistance Rth can be theoretically predicted by adding up the particular 
thermal resistances of each layer. The fluid to absorber heat transfer coefficient was calculated to 
α = 1600 m2.K/W. It follows for the CPC PVT absorber: Rth = 6.5 mK.m2/W . 
 
Without knowing the fluid temperature as a function of the absorber length, one can either guess the fluid 
temperature as a linear fit from inlet to outlet, or calculate an average thermal resistance over the 
complete absorber length. This effective average value is then coupled to this special experimental setup 
and boundary conditions. 
 
 
Fig. 10: Rth estimate in flow direction with linear fluid increase assumption. 
 
The average of the evaluation along the absorber length in Fig. 10 is Rth = 4.0 m2.mK/W , with a standard 
deviation of ±0.3 m2.mK/W. Considering the assumptions and the high standard deviation, the 
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measurement value gives a rather rough estimate of the fluid to PV thermal resistance. However, 
regarding the standard deviation, it is in the order of magnitude of the theoretical prediction.     
 
 
5. Outlook 
In order to compare the quality of the fluid to PV coupling with the conventional coupling with a central 
fluid pipe and in order to measure the improvement of Rth, the precision of the determination of Rth must 
be improved.  
By positioning several temperature sensors in the fluid absorber, the fluid temperature in flow direction 
can be estimated, which allows a more precise evaluation of Rth. 
 
 
Nomenclature 
 
K0 Optical collector efficiency [1] 
KPV PV cell efficiency [%] 
a1 First order collector efficiency factor [W/m2.K] 
a2 Quadratic collector efficiency factor [W/m2.K2] 
C Solar concentration onto the PVT absorber [1] 
Rth Fluid to PV thermal resistance [m2.K/W] 
Tamb Ambiant temperature [°C] 
Tflu  Collector fluid temperature [°C] 
x position on the absorber [mm] 
Tblack Temperature at black reference surface [°C] 
Tin Inlet fluid temperature [°C] 
Tout Outlet fluid temperature [°C] 
α  Fluid to absorber heat transfer coefficient [W/m2.K] 
I Irradiation in the absorber plane [W/m2] 
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Appendix A. Simulation boundary conditions 
 
Table 2. Simulation boundary conditions  
Variable Unit Value 
Ambiant temperature Tamb °C 25 
Fluid temperature  Tflu °C 25 
Fluid to PV therm. Res. Rth m2.mK/W 4.0 
Heat conductivity aluminium kA W/m.K 235 
Heat conductivity copper kC W/m.K 400 
Heat conductivity PV cell kPV W/m.K 148 
heat loss coeff. 1 a1 W/m2.K 3.4 
heat loss coeff. 2 a2 W/m2.K2 0.001 
Number of finite elements N - 390 
Thickness copper absorber habs mm 1.00 
Thickness PV cell hPV mm 0.25 
 
Table 3. PC cell parameters  
Unit Value 
temperature coefficient current tI 1/K 0.0003 
temperature coefficient voltage tU 1/K -0.0037 
Short current ISC A 8.4 
Open circuit voltage UOC V 0.60 
 
 
